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Numerical simulations are used to investigate the guiding properties of large mode area silicon microstructured
fibers. Modal analysis of the isolated high refractive index core and cladding rod inclusions will be applied to
show that the guidance mechanism of the composite fiber can be well described via a hybrid of the total internal
reflection and antiresonant reflecting optical waveguide models. It will be shown that by selectively filling the
cladding holes with silicon, which has been modified to have a slightly raised index, the fiber can be designed
to operate in an effectively single-mode regime over an extended wavelength range. © 2011 Optical Society
of America
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1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon photonics is fast becoming one of the most active
areas of research with applications ranging from optical inter-
connects, to nonlinear signal processing [1], through to bio-
sensors [2]. Much of the progress made in this area has
leveraged off the highly developed silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
platform, where the high index contrast between the core and
cladding results in strong mode confinement so that wave-
guides can be scaled to submicrometer dimensions. Unfortu-
nately, however, integrating the rectilinear nanoscale devices
with micrometer-sized cylindrical fiber platforms requires
complex coupling arrangements, and damage thresholds typi-
cally limit the optical power that can be launched into the
small scale cores [3]. A potential solution to these problems
that is currently generating much interest is to incorporate the
active semiconductor component into the fiber geometry to
yield a new class of silicon core optical fibers [4–6]. Fiberized
silicon devices offer some notable advantages over those de-
veloped on-chip, such as simple, low-cost fabrication, robust
and versatile waveguide geometries, as well as extended elec-
tromagnetic interaction lengths.

To date, a number of silicon fibers have been fabricated via
various techniques where typically the semiconductor core is
clad in silica so that they are analogous to the SOI waveguides.
However, an alternative geometry that allows for greater con-
trol of the waveguide properties are the silicon–silica micro-
structured optical fibers (SSMOFs), as demonstrated in [6].
This SSMOF was fabricated via the complete filling of a hol-
low core pure silica photonic bandgap guiding fiber (PBGF)
with the semiconductor material using a high-pressure chemi-
cal deposition technique. The resultant structure consisted
of a high-index silicon core with a cladding defined by a lattice
of silicon rods embedded in the low-index silica webbing.
Despite having a large ∼9 μm diameter core, this fiber was
shown to only support two core modes over an extended
telecoms wavelength range, either of which could be prefer-

entially excited via modifying the launch conditions. As well
as offering improved coupling with standard silica fibers and
higher-power handling capabilities, this large mode area
(LMA) SSMOF displayed similar properties to the more con-
ventional air–silica LMA MOFs. Importantly, a key feature of
the LMAMOFs is that they can be designed to exhibit effective
single-mode guidance, which is a critical requirement for
many signal processing and nonlinear applications.

In this paper we will extend the previous investigations of
the mode analysis of the LMA SSMOF to better understand the
guidance properties with the aim to achieving effective single-
mode operation. Previous investigations on microstructured
fibers that have high-index inclusions embedded in a low-
index interconnected cladding have shown that the guidance
mechanism can be best described via a hybrid of the total in-
ternal reflection (TIR) and antiresonant reflecting optical
waveguide (ARROW) models [7–9]. Following a similar analy-
sis, we will show that the mode properties of the SSMOF can
be understood via coupling between the modes of the high-
index core with those in the high-index cladding rods. Using
this picture, a method of selectively filling the cladding holes
with a slightly higher-index material than the core will be pro-
posed to isolate the fundamental mode for preferential excita-
tion. We anticipate that SSMOFs with effective single-mode
guidance could find use in a number of all-optical processing
devices (e.g., demultiplexing, reshaping, retiming), which are
important for high-capacity, high-speed optical communica-
tion systems.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE GUIDANCE
MECHANISM OF SSMOFS
The SSMOFs on which our numerical investigations are based
are fabricated by completely filling the PBGF template shown
in Fig. 1(a), where the central core hole is defined by omitting
three cells from an hexagonal lattice. The important structural
parameters that define the cladding are the hole diameter
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(d ¼ 4:2 μm), the hole-to-hole spacing (pitch, Λ ¼ 4:33 μm),
and the hole roundedness (dc=d ¼ 0:5), where dc is the dia-
meter of curvature at the corners that defines the hexagonal
shape of the inclusions [10]. A fabricated SSMOF is shown in
Fig. 1(b), where the low-index PBG guiding core has been con-
verted to a high-index waveguide. This SSMOF has an equi-
valent circular core diameter of 8:7 μm [see dashed curve in
Fig. 1(c)], similar to a standard single-mode fiber, and it is
important to note that a step-index silicon core, silica cladding
fiber with these dimensions would support more than a thou-
sand core-guided modes [11]. Nevertheless, even though the
silicon core is completely embedded in the silica webbing,
experimentally only two modes could be excited in this fiber
over a wavelength range of 1:3–1:7 μm, and these modes could
be preferentially coupled via modifying the launch conditions.

To better understand the guidance properties of this fiber
we have extended the previous full vector finite element
method (FEM) modeling. Because of the triangular shape of
the core, the full structure is modeled and anisotropic per-
fectly matched layers are positioned outside the outermost
ring of holes in order to reduce the simulation window [12]
(which introduced a small imaginary component to the mode
indices of the order 10−18). For convenience, we have based
our modeling on the parameters of single crystal silicon as the
wavelength dependence of the refractive index is well docu-
mented [13]. Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the fundamental and
second-order core modes that are supported by the SSMOF,
below which there exists a broad band of cladding modes.

Figure 1(e) shows the first cladding mode, which is similar
to the fundamental space filling mode used to define the effec-
tive cladding index nclad ¼ nFSM of a conventional air–silica
MOF [14]. Searching below this cladding mode, however,
we find that there are further TIR-guided core modes in the
SSMOF that are then followed by a second band of higher-
order cladding modes as illustrated in Fig. 1(f). The position-
ing of cladding modes between the higher-order core-guided
modes [an example of which is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(f)]
indicates that the TIR guidance mechanism has been modi-
fied by the presence of the cladding rods.

Further insight into the nature of the guiding mechanisms
can be provided by comparing the mode properties of the full
SSMOF structure with those of the isolated triangular core
and a single hexagonal cladding rod. In all cases the modal
analysis is conducted via FEM modeling as described above
with the same sized computational windows, but with the tri-
angular core and hexagonal rod surrounded by a pure silica
cladding. Figure 2(a) shows the index profile of the SSMOF
together with the calculations of the mode indices for the
three structures at 1:55 μm. From this we see that the core
modes of the SSMOF (solid lines) are positioned at similar,
but slightly higher indices than those of the isolated step-index
core (gray dashed), and that the first cladding band of the
SSMOF (light blue) is introduced precisely at the position
of the fundamental mode of an individual cladding rod
(dashed black). This coupling of light from the core to theFig. 1. (Color online) (a) Silica PBGF template and (b) SSMOF; scale

bars 10 μm. (c) Fundamental and (d) second-order core modes at
1:55 μm; scale bars 4 μm [dashed line in (c) is equivalent circular core
of the SSMOF]. (e) Fundamental and (f) second-order cladding modes
at 1:55 μm; scale bars 8 μm. Inset, a higher-order mode that exists
below the first cladding band.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) (a) SSMOF index profile and the calculated
mode indices at 1:55 μm. Isolated core (gray dashed) and cladding
rod modes (black dashed) are plotted together with the modes of
the full SSMOF (solid lines); colors correspond to the legend in
(b). (b) Wavelength dependence of the full SSMOF mode indices
(solid) and the fundamental mode of a cladding rod (dashed).
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cladding rods as observed here is characteristic of the
ARROW guiding mechanism [8], and the cladding profiles
seen in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f) thus exhibit the characteristic
shapes of the fundamental and second-order rod modes, re-
spectively. We note that the presence of the TIR-guided core
modes below the cladding bands is analogous to the core-
guided modes that exist below nclad in air–silica LMA MOFs
[14]. As the higher-order core modes of the SSMOF are essen-
tially lossless bound modes they cannot be discounted with-
out further consideration, much like the higher-order core
modes of the LMA MOFs, which can be associated with
low confinement losses. However, while such higher-order
modes have been observed in meter lengths of MOF, despite
many efforts we have not succeeded in exciting them in the
SSMOFs. A possible explanation for this is that in practice the
loss value of the second-order mode in the SSMOF is more
than twice that of the fundamental (as measured in [6]), which
we attribute both to the silicon material loss and the increased
interaction of the second-order mode with the cladding. This
suggests that the loss of the higher-order core modes will be
even greater, which would render them invisible. Neverthe-
less, despite their known existence, even in the MOFs these
higher-order modes are typically difficult to launch into [14]
and, thus, they are most often ignored. Furthermore, given
the relatively short lengths required for device operation in
silicon core fibers (typically of the order of centimeters), it
is unlikely that conversion to these modes will occur during
transmission.

In this fiber, the positioning of the fundamental cladding
band is significant as it isolates the two lowest-order core
modes, which, in practice, allows for their preferential exci-
tation. Figure 2(b) shows the effective indices of the three
lowest-order SSMOF modes and the first cladding band over
the wavelength range 1:4–2 μm. From this it is clear that the
dispersion of this cladding follows that of the fundamental rod
mode, and that it lies between the second- and third-order
modes over this wavelength span. In fact, the modeling indi-
cates that this cladding band remains above the third-order
modes over the entire silicon low-loss transmission window
so that the SSMOF is effectively dual-moded. Thus, from these
results is evident that in order to modify the guiding proper-
ties of this SSMOF to shift the first cladding band above
the second-order core mode, the index of the fundamental
cladding rod modes must be raised.

3. SELECTIVELY FILLED SSMOFS
From Fig. 2(a), it is clear that there are two obvious routes to
increasing the fundamental mode index of the cladding rods:
(i) increase the rod size, or (ii) raise the material index of the
rod. As the starting PBGF template already has an air-filling
fraction of 93%, only a very small increase in the rod size
would be possible, insufficient to shift the fundamental clad-
ding mode index above the second-order mode in the core.
However, the index of silicon can be tuned simply via the in-
troduction of dopants (to either crystalline [15] or amorphous
materials [16]) and there are a number of techniques that
allow for the selective filling of cladding holes in MOFs [9,17].
Importantly, the high-pressure chemical deposition technique
used to fabricate the SSMOF in Fig. 1(b) can be easily
controlled via the choice of temperature, precursor concen-
tration, and flow rate, to tune the deposited material param-

eters, making it well-suited to this approach. It is useful to
note that, as the fundamental modes of the SSMOFs are well
confined to the core, the introduction of potentially lossy clad-
ding materials (e.g., doped silicon) will have little effect on the
propagation losses of the SSMOFs.

Figure 3(a) shows the index profile of a selectively filled
SSMOF (SF-SSMOF) when the material index of the clad-
ding rods is raised by dnrod ¼ 0:006 at 1:55 μm. This is plotted
together with the first two mode indices of the isolated core
(gray dashed) and those of individual cladding rods with dnrod

of 0.006 (black dashed), 0.004 (purple), and 0.002 (yellow),
where the small values of dnrod are within the range achiev-
able via material doping. These results show that, at this
wavelength, raising the index by dnrod ¼ 0:004 should be suf-
ficient to position the first cladding band between the funda-
mental and second-order core modes. However, extending the
modeling over the 1:4–2 μm wavelength range, at longer
wavelengths (>1:7 μm) the index of this mode shifts below the
second-order core mode. Thus, in order to ensure that the fun-
damental mode remains isolated over this entire range, it is
necessary to raise the index of the cladding rods by dnrod ¼
0:006. This is confirmed via calculating the mode indices for
the full SF-SSMOF structure, as shown as the solid curves in
Fig. 3(b). For comparison, Fig. 3(b) also shows the fundamen-
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Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) SF-SSMOF index profile and the isolated
core modes (gray dashed), together with the fundamental modes of
the raised index cladding rods: dnrod ¼ 0:006 (black dashed, top),
0.004 (purple, middle), 0.002 (yellow, bottom) at 1:55 μm. Solid lines
are the modes of the full SF-SSMOF in (b) to show that they are still
well approximated by those of the isolated core and cladding rods.
(b) Wavelength dependence of the full SF-SSMOF mode indices with
dnrod ¼ 0:006, compared to the curves for the fundamental rodmodes,
as labeled in the legend.
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tal rod mode with dnrod ¼ 0:004 (purple dashed) to verify that
this shifts below the second-order core mode of the SF-
SSMOF (green solid), which is a good approximation to the
second-order mode of the isolated core [as shown via the com-
parison in Fig. 3(a)]. We note that the difference in the slopes
of the index curves for the core and cladding rod modes is due
to their different sizes, where the smaller rods have their dis-
persion altered by a larger waveguide contribution.

Finally, although it is not practical to consider increasing
the inclusion size in the PBGF template used here, it is pos-
sible to reduce the rod size, which will thus require a further
increase in the cladding rod material index to isolate the fun-
damental core mode. Figure 4 shows the effective mode
indices of a SF-SSMOF with a reduced hole diameter d ¼
2:8 μm and a raised cladding rod index of dnrod ¼ 0:018. As
these smaller rods experience an even larger waveguide con-
tribution to their dispersion (shown as the dashed black line),
the cladding band now crosses both the fundamental and
second-order modes within this wavelength range. We note
that this phase matching allows for coupling from the core
to the cladding modes, which has been used to suppress
modes in both TIR [8] and PBG guiding fibers [18]. Thus,
by positioning the indices of the cladding mode in this fashion,
we predict that it will still be possible to isolate the fundamen-
tal mode in the SF-SSMOFs over a reduced wavelength range
1:5–1:7 μm. It is interesting to note that, unlike in PBGFs, the
cutting on and off of the TIR core modes in these hybrid fibers
does not dramatically alter the dispersion of the modes, as
evident from the continuous effective index curves in Fig. 4,
making their guiding properties quite unique [8,9,19].

4. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the modal properties of SSMOFs to
show that the guidance mechanism can be well described
via a hybrid of the TIR and ARROW models. By simply com-
paring the effective mode indices of the isolated core and clad-
ding rods, it is possible to design SF-SSMOFs with carefully
positioned cladding bands to reduce the number of modes
that can be effectively excited in the core. Importantly, this
analysis can be applied to fibers filled with different semicon-
ductor materials, including higher-index core materials, such
as germanium, which when clad in pure silica can be highly
multimode even for submicrometer core dimensions. The abil-

ity to design large mode area semiconductor waveguides that
facilitate integration with existing fiber infrastructures, but
yet can still offer effectively single-mode operation, has great
potential to reduce complexity and improve device efficiency
in a wide range of applications.
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